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Transactions, American Philosophical Society (vol. 55, Part 5, 1965)
2022-11-17 colonial bureaucracy and contemporary citizenship examines how the
legacies of colonial bureaucracy continue to shape political life after
empire focusing on the former british colonies of india cyprus and israel
palestine the book explores how post colonial states use their inherited
administrative legacies to classify and distinguish between loyal and
suspicious subjects and manage the movement of populations thus shaping the
practical meaning of citizenship and belonging within their new boundaries
the book offers a novel institutional theory of hybrid bureaucracy to explain
how racialized bureaucratic practices were used by powerful administrators in
state organizations to shape the making of political identity and belonging
in the new states combining sociology and anthropology of the state with the
study of institutions this book offers new knowledge to overturn conventional
understandings of bureaucracy demonstrating that routine bureaucratic
practices and persistent colonial logics continue to shape unequal political
status to this day
Colonial Bureaucracy and Contemporary Citizenship 1974 publisher description
Bureaucracy, Positions and Persons 2006-09-21 bureaucratic elites in west
european states provides valuable information about the structures and
composition of the higher civil service and its position in the political
structure through a comparative analysis of britain france germany italy
spain belgium the netherlands austria greece denmark and sweden the book



explores how higher civil service has developed in the light of the massive
changes in european societies in the past thirty years changes include the
size of the top level of the civil service the growing social diversity of
its ranks and well as the tendency to recruit from outside the civil service
the book also examines how wider social changes such as the democratisation
of education the growth of interest groups and the increasing importance of
the european union impact on the higher levels of bureaucracy producing
similar patterns of change throughout europe
Bureaucracy in a Democratic State 1999-12-09 how to better coordinate
policies and public services across public sector organizations has been a
major topic of public administration research for decades however few
attempts have been made to connect these concerns with the growing body of
research on biases and blind spots in decision making this book attempts to
make that connection it explores how day to day decision making in public
sector organizations is subject to different types of organizational
attention biases that may lead to a variety of coordination problems in and
between organizations and sometimes also to major blunders and disasters the
contributions address those biases and their effects for various types of
public organizations in different policy sectors and national contexts in
particular it elaborates on blind spots or not seeing the not seeing and
different forms of bureaucratic politics as theoretical explanations for
seemingly irrational organizational behaviour the book s theoretical tools



and empirical insights address conditions for effective coordination and
problem solving by public bureaucracies using an organizational perspective
Bureaucratic Elites in Western European States 2018-05-29 Ôthis volume
confronts one of the most central issues in the study and practice of
bureaucracy questions about representativeness of public institutions raises
key issues about legitimacy especially in contexts characterised by ethnic
diversity and cleavages debates are shaped by normatively informed positions
that contrasts those in favour of representativeness with those who point to
limitations and side effects this volume offers a set of important
contributions to these debates by linking the long standing debates about
representative bureaucracy with an impressive range of country studies this
volume is a fundamental contribution to the theme of representative
bureaucracy Õ Ð martin lodge london school of economics uk the book explores
one of the most topical issues of public bureaucracies worldwide the
relationship between the composition of the public sector workforce and the
nature of the society it serves taking a comparative and analytical
perspective the authoritatively yet accessibly written country chapters show
how salient the politics of representativeness have become in increasingly
diverse societies at the same time they illustrate the wide variety of
practice based on different political systems administrative structures and
cultural settings providing comprehensive up to date information and analysis
these studies will interest scholars and practitioners alike from comparative



public administration and management government public policy and diversity
studies
The Blind Spots of Public Bureaucracy and the Politics of Non‐Coordination
2013-01-01 this book traces the expansion of islamisation within a modern and
plural state such as malaysia it elaborates on how elements of theology
sacred space resources and their interactivity with secular instruments such
as legislative electoral and new social technological platforms are all
instrumentally employed to consolidate a divine bureaucracy the book makes
the point that religious social movements and political parties are only few
of the important agents of islamisation in society the other is the modern
and secular state structure itself weber s legal rational bureaucracy or
hegel s ethical bureaucracy predominantly characterises a modern feature of
governmentality in this instance an islamic bureaucracy is advantageously
situated not only within an ambit of modernity and therefore legality but
divinity and therefore sacrality as well this positioning gives religious
state agents more salience than any other form of bureaucracy leading to
their unquestioned authority in the current contexts of societies with muslim
majority rule one of the requisites of this condition is the homogenisation
of islam followed by ring fencing of its constituents the latter can involve
contestations with women other genders secular muslims non muslims as well as
dissenting muslims with their differing truthful islams
Representative Bureaucracy in Action 2020-03-02 this encyclopedic reference



text provides an analysis of the basic issues and major aspects of
bureaucracy bureaucratic politics and administrative theory public policy and
public administration in historical and contemporary perspectives examining
theoretical philosophical and empirical interpretations as well as the
intricate position of b
The Divine Bureaucracy and Disenchantment of Social Life 2018-12-13
comparative analysis of the public bureaucracy s implementation of two asean
policies in indonesia malaysia the philippines singapore and vietnam
Handbook of Bureaucracy 2016-02-12 in a writing style that is suitable for
both the graduate and undergraduate student as well as professional scholar
in the fields of public administration political science and organization
theory the author looks at the rise of public bureaucracy in government he
contends that the concept of citizenship which he defines as the interaction
between a person and his her government is most significantly experienced by
people as bureaucratic constituents clients and victims this hypothesis is
tested by applications to the areas of political economy social welfare and
defense originally published by winthrop publishers in 1977
The Role of the Public Bureaucracy in Policy Implementation in Five ASEAN
Countries 1988 matthew quinn plots a landmark reimagination of governance and
public administration underpinned by sustainable development and civic
republicanism
American Politics in a Bureaucratic Age 2023-07-03 this book explores how the



often well meaning routines and assumptions of a generous welfare state can
reflect and even contribute to the stigmatisation of refugees and muslims in
europe today while the main cases are from sweden examples are included from
the uk france switzerland germany and the netherlands mark graham examines
how suspicion is woven into the fabric of welfare bureaucracies with
potential adverse consequences for the people they serve he complicates our
understanding of what islamophobia means and how it is expressed and created
by exploring contexts in which the logic of othering muslims operates but
where explicit islamophobia itself is absent the book starts with swedish
public sector bureaucracies and attempts by staff to make sense of muslim
refugee clients with categories and models that reappear in wider society it
goes on to explore the logic of integration policies official concepts of
culture swedish multiculturalism educational strategies in schools and
debates surrounding genuine and false refugees in all cases the homologies
between these different socio cultural domains are explored
Towards a New Civic Bureaucracy 2018-10-09 the rise of the administrative
state is the most significant political development in american politics over
the past century while our constitution separates powers into three branches
and requires that the laws are made by elected representatives in the
congress today most policies are made by unelected officials in agencies
where legislative executive and judicial powers are combined this threatens
constitutionalism and the rule of law this book examines the history of



administrative power in america and argues that modern administrative law has
failed to protect the principles of american constitutionalism as effectively
as earlier approaches to regulation and administration
Bureaucracy, Integration and Suspicion in the Welfare State 2017-07-30 this
is the first book to develop a formal theory of supply by bureaus niskanen
develops an original and comprehensive theory of the behavior of bureaus with
the institutions of representative government he challenges the traditional
view that monopoly bureaus are the best way to organize the public sector and
he suggests ways to use competitive bureaus and private firms to perform
operations such as delivering mail fighting wars or running schools more
efficiently than the present government agencies the theory concludes that
most bureaus are too large grow too fast use too much capital and exploit
their sponsor his theory explains the relation of the output and budget of a
bureau to demand and cost decisions it compares bureaus with other forms of
organization facing like conditions and delineates the production and
investment behavior of a bureau the behavior of nonprofit firms with no
sponsor the behavior of mixed bureaus with financing from a sponsor and from
the sale of services the effects of competition between a bureau and a
competitive industry the book also develops a simple theory of the market for
public services financed through a representative government the final
section suggests a set of changes to improve the performance of our
bureaucratic and political institutions based both on theory and niskanen s



professional experience it is essential reading for professionals and
students in the social sciences and could prove instrumental in reforming
some of our government institutions
Bureaucracy in America 2017-09-29 using previously inaccessible archival
documents this study provides a longitudinal investigation of the middle
levels of soviet bureaucracy responsible for overseeing olympic sport during
the cold war spanning the period from the ussr s olympic debut in 1952
through the 1980 games held in moscow this book argues that behind the high
profile performances of soviet elite athletes a legion of sports
administrators worked within international sports organizations and the
soviet party state to increase soviet chances of success and make soviet
representatives a respected voice in international sports soviet officials
helped expand the olympic movement increasing the participation of women
developing nations and socialist bloc countries while achieving soviet
political and diplomatic aims soviet representatives over the course of only
a few decades became a dominant and respected voice within international
sports circles actively promoting olympic ideals abroad even as they
transformed those ideals to better align with soviet goals in the process
soviet sports contributed to the evolution of olympic sport integrating the
soviet union into an emerging global culture and contributing to
transformations within the soviet union back home in the ussr the sports
committee s leading personalities represented a new kind of soviet bureaucrat



who emerged in the late years of stalinism and contributed to the
professionalization of party state apparatus standing at the intersection
between state and society between soviet political goals and their execution
and between olympic sport and communist ideology mid level soviet sports
administrators demonstrated ideological drive political savvy and
professional pragmatism providing the impetus expertise and experience to
transform broad ideological constructs into specific policies and procedures
in the soviet union and realize soviet propaganda and foreign policy goals in
international and olympic sports
Bureaucracy and Representative Government 2016-12-27 bureaucracy is a curse
it seems we can t live with it we can t live without it it is without doubt
one of the fundamental ideas which underpin the business world and society at
large in this book tom vine observes analyses and critiques the concept
placing it at the heart of our understanding of organisation the author
unveils bureaucracy as an endlessly emergent phenomenon which defies binary
debate in analysing organisation we are all bureaucrats in building an
experiential perspective the book develops more effective ways to interact
with bureaucracy in theory and practice empirical material take centre stage
whilst the book employs ethnographic and auto ethnographic methods to
illuminate the existential function of bureaucracy taking examples from art
history and culture this book provides an entertaining alternative academic
analysis of bureaucracy as a key idea in business and society which will be



essential reading for students and scholars of work and organisation
Bureaucracy and Representative Government 2020-09-20 in the mid 1980s cuba
began a process of rectificacion a reform process that has bucked the trends
of economic and political liberalization that are reshaping the global order
sustaining an official commitment to socialism in the face of economic crisis
and international pressures cuba s survival seems puzzling indeed sheryl
lutjens uses the c
The Olympic Games, the Soviet Sports Bureaucracy, and the Cold War 2019-05-29
given the influence of public bureaucracies in policymaking and
implementation steven j balla and william t gormley assess their performance
using four key perspectives bounded rationality principal agent theory
interest group mobilization and network theory to help students develop an
analytic framework for evaluating bureaucratic accountability the new fourth
edition provides a thorough review of bureaucracy during the obama and trump
administrations as well as new attention to state and local level examples
and the role of bureaucratic values
Bureaucracy 2017-07-26 in restructuring the soviet economic bureaucracy paul
r gregory takes an inside look at how the system worked and why it has
traditionally been so resistant to change gregory s findings shed light on a
bureaucracy that was widely considered the greatest threat to gorbachev s
efforts at perestroika or restructuring
The State, Bureaucracy, And The Cuban Schools 1990-07-27 in trotsky and the



problem of soviet bureaucracy thomas m twiss traces the development of
trotsky s thinking on the issue of post revolutionary bureaucracy from the
first years after the bolshevik revolution through the moscow trials of the
1930s
Bureaucracy and Democracy 2014-05-08 this study casts doubt on the classic
model of bureaucracy and its relevance to developing areas in particular
hodder challenges the weberian distinction between the role of emotion and a
modern bureaucracy s impersonal and rational qualities he suggests that
bureaucracies function differently and offers a different perspective the
focus is the philippines but hodder s conclusions are applicable to other
developing areas two main themes are discussed the first explores the classic
weberian model of bureaucracy the second concerns ways of thinking about the
social features of bureaucracy the focus is dimensions of bureaucracy that
are less dependent upon structure what emerges is an innovative description
of the social world of bureaucracy and its attributes hodder observes that
discussions with civil servants and politicians in developing countries
suggest that deepening emotion a strengthening sense of the importance of
social relationships and informality are vital to the emergence of
professional and stable organizations hodder believes it is possible to
account for these social features of bureaucracy by understanding
participants representations and practices while these ideas are discussed in
the context of the philippines they have wider relevance to other states



especially those whose bureaucracies are characterized as weak and
personalistic the author suggests that these characterizations and possible
remedies may need to be reconsidered he argues that through informality and
emotion effective and stable organizations can be built excessive formalism
may exacerbate the problems that governments of developing countries are
trying to solve the means to strengthen bureaucracies in developing countries
are already available and rather than be ignored or suppressed need be
identified and encouraged
Restructuring the Soviet Economic Bureaucracy 2017-07-28 until now political
scientists have devoted little attention to the origins of american
bureaucracy and the relationship between bureaucratic and interest group
politics in this pioneering book daniel carpenter contributes to our
understanding of institutions by presenting a unified study of bureaucratic
autonomy in democratic regimes he focuses on the emergence of bureaucratic
policy innovation in the united states during the progressive era asking why
the post office department and the department of agriculture became
politically independent authors of new policy and why the interior department
did not to explain these developments carpenter offers a new theory of
bureaucratic autonomy grounded in organization theory rational choice models
and network concepts according to the author bureaucracies with unique goals
achieve autonomy when their middle level officials establish reputations
among diverse coalitions for effectively providing unique services these



coalitions enable agencies to resist political control and make it costly for
politicians to ignore the agencies ideas carpenter assesses his argument
through a highly innovative combination of historical narratives statistical
analyses counterfactuals and carefully structured policy comparisons along
the way he reinterprets the rise of national food and drug regulation
comstockery and the progressive anti vice movement the emergence of american
conservation policy the ascent of the farm lobby the creation of postal
savings banks and free rural mail delivery and even the congressional cannon
revolt of 1910
Trotsky and the Problem of Soviet Bureaucracy 2020-06-16 bureaucracy is an
age old form of government that has survived since ancient times it has
provided order and persisted with durability dependability and stability the
popularity of the first edition of this book entitled handbook of bureaucracy
is testimony to the endurance of bureaucratic institutions reflecting the
accelerated globalization of corporate capitalism cultures and governance
systems and the additional complexity in the tasks of public administrators
bureaucracy and administration presents a comprehensive global perspective
that highlights the dramatic changes of the last 15 years in governance
business and public administration reflects dramatic changes in governance
business and public administration through articles contributed by
international experts this volume provides a thorough analysis of
bureaucracies worldwide and their effect on politics economics and society



the book begins by exploring the historical antecedents of bureaucracy
looking at some of the great ancient civilizations and their administrative
traditions achievements and contributions to modern administration and
governance systems in the next section leading scholars from political
science sociology governance and public administration present a detailed
review of theoretical and conceptual perspectives on bureaucracies and
bureaucratic politics following an examination of bureaucracy and public
management and presenting topics such as the response to hurricane katrina
training of bureaucrats and ethical issues contributors review bureaucratic
politics in the americas europe the middle east and asia the book concludes
with a focused analysis of bureaucracy change reform and revolution
highlighting implications for future governance and administration comprising
theoretical and empirical analyses and including perspectives which span from
ancient to modern times this volume comprehensively and authoritatively
advances the knowledge of the nature role and function of bureaucracy as the
core of sound governance and administration around the world
Emotional Bureaucracy 2009-06-23 charles goodsell has long taken the position
that u s bureaucracy is neither a generalized failure nor sinkhole of waste
as mythologized by anti government ideologues rather it is one of the most
effective and innovate sets of administrative institutions of any government
in the world today indispensable to our democracy it keeps government
reliable and dependable to the citizens it serves however the new case for



bureaucracy goes beyond empirically verifying its quality now an extended
essay written in a conversational tone goodsell expects readers to form their
own judgments at a time when congress is locked in partisan and factional
deadlock he argues for the increased importance of bureaucrats and discusses
how federal agencies must battle to keep alive in terms of resources and be
strong enough to retain the integrity of their missions
The Forging of Bureaucratic Autonomy 2014-02-28 the political economy of
bureaucracy applies public choice theory and a complex systems view of
government institutions to analyze policy implementation as an economic
process it addresses the common and vexing question of why managing federal
agencies for results is so difficult by challenging traditional assumptions
of institutional design and policy analysis using creative methods that focus
on relationships that constrain the choices of executives and managers in a
political hierarchy the author reveals control and coordination as goals that
are imperfectly achieved and often conflicting with one another despite
decades of intense study serious reform efforts and impressive technological
advances the u s government remains a typical bureaucracy that fails to meet
citizens expectations clearly policy analysis is missing something the
problem may rest with machine models of government rules especially those
governing expenditures are assumed to be feasible and effective analysis of
the federal government as a complex system of relationships between semi
autonomous agents helps explain the disconnect between policy and results the



solution is to roll back micro management of ends and means policymakers
should focus on objectives and facilitate implementation by selectively
relaxing constraints that prevent experimentation needed to determine the
most effective methods this book devotes unusual attention to the interaction
between executive and legislative branches of government and between
political appointees and career civil servants most studies of government
policy take existing institutional structure for granted different
conclusions emerge from this analysis by virtue of the systems view that
accepts status quo hierarchies but questions the effectiveness of the rules
that govern policy implementation this book will be of interest to
postgraduates and researchers focussing on economic theory public choice
institutional economics and political science as well as to those working in
the public sector interested in public administration public policy and
organizational behavior
Bureaucracy and Administration 2012-09-10 the study of bureaucracy must
include certain key questions what are bureaucrats and bureaucracies why do
they exist and what are their functions how do they behave how much power do
they possess what is their impact on efficiency and production and how do
they affect society this book contains analyses of all these issues done by a
variety of economists of differing backgrounds approaches and opinions
broadly categorized under the labels neoclassical institutionalist and
marxist although there are overlaps and correspondences that cross



ideological and or paradigmal boundaries in this book the labels are employed
as a guide to the reader with a preference for one approach over the others
and as an indication of how chapters in different sections are related in
their approaches
The New Case for Bureaucracy 2020-09-28 using a model of fragmented
authoritarianism this volume sharpens our view of the inner workings of the
chinese bureaucracy the contributors interviews with politically well placed
bureaucrats and scholars along with documentary and field research illuminate
the bargaining and maneuvering among officials on the national provincial and
local levels contributors nina p halperncarol lee hamrindavid m
lamptonkenneth g lieberthalmelanie manionbarry naughtonlynne painejonathan d
pollacksusan l shirkpaul e schroederandrew g walderdavid zweig this title is
part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and
give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices
revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again
using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1992
The Political Economy of Bureaucracy 2012-12-06 a comparative study of the
power and limits of bureaucracy in historical empires from ancient rome to
the twentieth century
Bureaucracy 2018-05-04 the authors explore the many ways that gender and
communication intersect and affect each other every chapter encourages a



consideration of how gender attitudes and practices past and current
influence personal notions of what it means not only to be female and male
but feminine and masculine the second edition of this student friendly and
accessible text is filled with contemporary examples activities and exercises
to help students put theoretical concepts into practice
Bureaucracy: Three Paradigms 2016-08-11 what makes bureaucracy work for the
least advantaged across the world countries have adopted policies for
universal primary education yet policy implementation is uneven and not well
understood making bureaucracy work investigates when and how public agencies
deliver primary education across rural india through a multi level
comparative analysis and more than two years of ethnographic field research
mangla opens the black box of indian bureaucracy to demonstrate how
differences in bureaucratic norms informal rules that guide public officials
and their everyday relations with citizens generate divergent implementation
patterns and outcomes while some public agencies operate in a legalistic
manner and promote compliance with policy rules others engage in deliberation
and encourage flexible problem solving with local communities thereby
enhancing the quality of education services this book reveals the complex
ways bureaucratic norms interact with socioeconomic inequalities on the
ground illuminating the possibilities and obstacles for bureaucracy to
promote inclusive development
Bureaucracy, Politics, and Decision Making in Post-Mao China 1992-02-05 for



basic text supplement use in bureaucracy public administration organization
theory policy implementation and american government courses demonstrating
our need to think more deeply about our dissatisfactions with bureaucracy
this proactive text combines original explanations of bureaucratic red tape
with prescription and case examples challenging students to develop a deeper
understanding of bureaucracy as a set of trade offs among politics
accountability and efficiency fair minded in approach it distinguishes
bureaucratic normalities from bureaucratic pathologies in the internal and
inter organizational management of organizations helping students discern the
difference between which rules and regulations are reasonable accountability
or coordination mechanisms and which in fact can be labeled red tape
Empires and Bureaucracy in World History 2022-12-01 given the influence and
impact of public bureaucracies in policy implementation and the
accountability they owe to the american public their performance must be
assessed in a systematic manner with this new edition the authors revisit
their four key perspective bounded rationality principal agent theory
interest group mobilization and network theory to help students develop an
analytic framework for comprehensively evaluating bureaucratic performance
The State of Public Bureaucracy 2000 how the executive branch not the
president alone formulates executive orders and how this process constrains
the chief executive s ability to act unilaterally the president of the united
states is commonly thought to wield extraordinary personal power through the



issuance of executive orders in fact the vast majority of such orders are
proposed by federal agencies and shaped by negotiations that span the
executive branch by executive order provides the first comprehensive look at
how presidential directives are written and by whom in this eye opening book
andrew rudalevige examines more than five hundred executive orders from the
1930s to today as well as more than two hundred others negotiated but never
issued shedding vital new light on the multilateral process of drafting
supposedly unilateral directives he draws on a wealth of archival evidence
from the office of management and budget and presidential libraries as well
as original interviews to show how the crafting of orders requires widespread
consultation and compromise with a formidable bureaucracy rudalevige explains
the key role of management in the presidential skill set detailing how
bureaucratic resistance can stall and even prevent actions the chief
executive desires and how presidents must bargain with the bureaucracy even
when they seek to act unilaterally challenging popular conceptions about the
scope of presidential power by executive order reveals how the executive
branch holds the power to both enact and constrain the president s will
Making Bureaucracy Work 2013 this ook redefines the bureaucracy of ancient
chinese society during the western zhou period the analysis is based on
inscriptions of royal edicts from the period carved into bronze vessels the
inscriptions clarify the political and social construction of the western
zhou and the ways in which it exercised its authority



Bureaucracy and Red Tape 2021-04-06 capital biased subsidies will increase
the scrapping probability and reduce the expected life for urban transit
buses and hence waste resources
Bureaucracy and Democracy: Accountability and Performance 3E 2008-12-11 this
text on representive bureaucracy covers topics such as bureaucracy as a
representative institution bureaucratic power and the dilemma of
administrative responsibility and representative bureaucracy and the
potential for reconciling bureaucracy and democracy
By Executive Order 1983
Bureaucracy and the State in Early China 2015-02-24
Capital-biased Subsidies, Bureaucratic Monitoring, and Bus Scrapping 1965
The Promise of Representative Bureaucracy: Diversity and Responsiveness in a
Government Agency
The Demonics of Bureaucracy
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